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Menswear sales are benefitting from men feeling financially more confident. Whilst sustainability remains key, shoppers are drawn to a better fit and customisation.

Menswear is proving a more resilient sector than womenswear, resulting from **men feeling more confident about their finances than women**. Whilst we see changes in their shopping behaviour, with **50% of men** who buy clothes buying them less frequently, womenswear has experienced a stronger shift in purchasing patterns as a result of the cost of living.

After a strong post-pandemic recovery with **menswear sales rising 18% in 2022**, the higher cost of living created a **more challenging scenario in 2023**, despite men feeling more confident about their finances than women. Uncertainty will keep consumers spending more cautiously throughout 2023, with a more positive outlook from 2024.
The **ageing German population** poses a potential threat to menswear sales. Seniors tend to be much less engaged with fashion than younger consumers, with 22% of men aged 65+ not buying clothing. As **consumers shop more consciously and the online experience improves**, brands and retailers will have to be creative to entice senior men to shop for clothing in-store.

Menswear brands are exploring ways to improve the fit of their clothes. **Better-fitting clothes appeal even more strongly to young** and style-conscious men. With 51% of German men seeing fashion as a form of self-expression, many men are buying into those **brands that make their bodies look fit**.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Key issues covered in this Report

- Overview
- The five year outlook for Menswear 2023-28

Market context

- Menswear sales outperformed spending on clothing, rising by 18% in 2022
  - Graph 1: estimated consumer spending on menswear (€bn incl VAT), 2013-22
  - Graph 2: monthly harmonised consumer price index, by category, 2021-23
- Three quarters of men buy clothing online
  - Graph 3: channels used by men to shop for clothing, 2023

Mintel predicts

- Market size & forecast
- Menswear sales will continue to grow in spite of the higher cost of living
- Shopping for clothing to become increasingly personalised
- Sustainability will push fashion further to greater transparency and circularity

Opportunities

- Focus on sustainability to entice younger shoppers to stores
- Ageing population and high inflation will challenge menswear retailers to engage more with over-65s
- Promote inclusivity to captivate retired shoppers

The competitive landscape

- Mid-market specialists lead in popularity, especially among the young
  - Graph 4: retailers used by men to purchase clothing, by age group, 2023
- Leading specialist clothing retailers
- Overview of leading menswear specialists in Germany

MARKET DRIVERS

The German economy

- Graph 5: key economic data, in real terms, 2019-24
- Continuously high inflation shapes consumers, brands and the economy...
- …impacting financial wellbeing...
- …confidence and consumer expenditure
- Graph 6: retail sales (€bn incl VAT), 2016-23
  - In a privileged position, clothing specialists' sales grew 31% in 2022
  - Graph 7: clothing specialist retailers' sales (€bn incl VAT), 2013-23
  - Graph 8: consumers' current financial situation, by gender, 2023
  - Despite the higher cost of living, menswear sales rose on the back of stationary retail

**Demographics**
- Graph 9: population forecast and age-group breakdown, 2022-70
- Graph 10: men who have not bought clothes for themselves in the last 12 months, by generation, 2023

**Shift in gender perception**
- Graph 11: types of clothing purchased by men in the last 12 months, 2023
- Graph 12: types of clothing purchased by women in the last 12 months, 2023
  - Menswear and womenswear shoppers blend more among the young

**Obesity**
- Graph 13: percentage of population who are overweight or obese, by gender, 2019

**Sustainability**
- Menswear brands to see an increase in fashion circularity

**MARKET ACTIVITY**

**Sector size and forecast**
- Graph 14: menswear sales (€bn incl VAT), 2013-22
- Graph 15: online retail sales, clothing and total ecommerce, 2014-22
  - Menswear sales will remain on an upward trend
  - Graph 16: women’s purchasing of menswear in the last 12 months, by generation, 2023

**Channels of distribution**
- Specialists represent more than 40% of clothing sales in Germany
  - Graph 17: estimated distribution of spending on clothing and footwear, 2022
  - Graph 18: purchase channels for clothing, 2020-22
  - Ease and convenience are key to encourage men to buy clothes in-store

**WHAT CONSUMERS WANT AND WHY**

**Purchase of clothing by men**
- Nearly nine in 10 men buy clothing for themselves
- Retailers should remember that women also contribute to menswear sales
  - Graph 19: clothing categories purchased for themselves in the last 12 months, by gender, 2023
- Graph 20: men who buy womenswear, by generation and income level, 2023
- Graph 21: men who buy clothes for themselves, by age group, 2023
- Graph 22: men who buy clothes for themselves, by income level, 2023

Shopping channels for purchasing clothing by men

• Create a well-rounded omnichannel shopping experience
  - Graph 23: channels used by men to buy clothing in the last 12 months, by generation, 2023
• Target younger buyers with a smooth smartphone experience
  - Graph 24: channels used by men to buy clothing in the last 12 months, by generation, 2023
• Encourage Millennials to shop in-store with more gender-neutral ranges
  - Graph 25: channels used by men to buy clothing in the last 12 months, by income level, 2023

Retailers where men buy clothing

• Online players lead in popularity
  - Graph 26: retailers used by men to purchase clothing in the last 12 months, 2023
• Engage older male shoppers with a smooth online buying process
  - Graph 27: retailers used by men to purchase clothing in the last 12 months, by age group, 2023
• Attract wealthier buyers with sportswear and strong fashion brands
  - Graph 28: retailers used by men to purchase clothing in the last 12 months, by monthly income level, 2023

Menswear buying behaviours

• Men are changing their behaviour in response to the cost of living
  - Graph 29: behaviours towards shopping for clothing, 2023
  - Graph 30: selected men's behaviours towards shopping for clothing, 2023
  - Graph 31: men who have bought longer-lasting or more versatile clothing, by monthly income level, 2023
• Offer the possibility to buy second-hand clothes to target Gen Z men
  - Graph 32: men who have bought second-hand clothes more often, by age group, 2023

Factors that drive in-store shopping

• Entice male shoppers with practicality and ease
  - Graph 33: factors that would encourage men to shop at one store over another, 2023
  - Graph 34: men who would be encouraged by sustainable options or fast click-and-collect services to shop at one store over another, by generation, 2023
• Examples of German sustainable menswear brands
  - Graph 35: men who would be encouraged by styling services to shop at one store over another, by generation, 2023
• Menswear brands offering better-fitting clothes

Interest towards shopping for clothing

• Invest in a strong loyalty scheme to captivate one third of shoppers
  - Graph 36: factors that interest men who shop for clothing, by age group, 2023
• Use collaborations to offer better rewards
  - Graph 37: interest in customised and better-fitting clothing among men who buy clothes, by age group, 2023
  - Graph 38: interest in unique collaborations of fashion brands among men who buy clothes, by age group, 2023
  - Graph 39: interest in renting clothes from a brand or retailer among men who buy clothes, by age group, 2023

Attitudes towards fashion
• Menswear shoppers need higher transparency about sustainability
  - Graph 40: attitudes of men when shopping for clothing for themselves, 2023
• Appeal to younger men’s sense of self-expression with fashion
• Appeal to younger men’s sense of self-expression with fashion
  - Graph 41: men’s agreement that fashion is a form of self expression and shopping for clothes is fun, by age group, 2023
• Appeal to younger men’s sense of self-expression with fashion
• Enhance the fun side of shopping for clothing
• Promote sustainable clothes as three in 10 see them as better value
  - Graph 42: men who think sustainable clothes offer better value, by age group, 2023

RETAILER ACTIVITY

Leading retailers
• Clothing specialists vs menswear specialists
• Leading specialist clothing retailers in sales
• Hirmer is the largest menswear store in the world
• Wormland is a multibrand menswear specialist
• Jack & Jones and Strellson focus on their own brands

Menswear innovation
• Tailoring for athletes and sports enthusiasts

Advertising and marketing activity
• How men use social media in Germany
  - Graph 43: men’s use of social media platforms to shop online or seen adverts on, by age group, 2022
• Loewe’s S/S 2023 campaign subtly plays with metaverse and perception
• Dior Men’s S/S 2023 campaign explores the concept of gender-neutrality
• Jack Archer’s Jetsetter Pants appeal to men who value the right fit
• True Classic social media ads target style-conscious working men
• Zalando’s latest campaign promotes overcoming male stereotypes
APPENDIX

Appendix – products covered, abbreviations, consumer research methodology and language usage
• Products covered in this Report
• Abbreviations
• Generations
• Consumer research methodology
• A note on language

Appendix – market size and central forecast methodology
• Forecast methodology
• Market size and forecast – value
• Market forecast and prediction intervals – value
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